Water Pressure
Private Wells and Public Water Systems
Have you ever had your roaring warm shower reduced to a
trickle because someone started the washing machine or turned
on the dishwasher? This nuisance happens because your private
water well system or utility pipeline doesn’t have enough water
pressure.
You don’t have to coordinate your shower with household
errands. What follows is information about water pressure that
can solve your dilemma. It is one you want to take seriously
because constant water pressure not only makes life more comfortable, it aids water softeners, iron removal devices, and other
equipment in working more efficiently and helping provide you
with safe, potable water.

Facts
r 8BUFSáPXTPVUPGUBQTCFDBVTFPGQSFTTVSFJOUIFXBUFS
system. For most well systems, it is a well pump that
provides the pressure that makes the water flow.
r %JGGFSFOUQVNQTIBWFEJGGFSFOUáPXDBQBDJUJFT BTUIFPWFSBMM
rate of flow is directly related to the pump capacity. If your
household has a 10-gallon per minute demand, there will be
trickling water if the pump will only supply 5 gallons per
minute.
r "QSFTTVSFUBOLJOBXBUFSTZTUFNJTEFTJHOFEUPIBWFFYUSB
gallons of water on reserve so small demands don’t require
the pump to switch on. An example is turning on a faucet
for a few seconds to get a glass of water. However, the tank
cannot compensate for flow greater than the pump capacity.
r *GZPVSFDFJWFZPVSXBUFSUISPVHIBVUJMJUZQJQFMJOF ZPVS
location and the age of the utility can impact water pressure.
If you live near the end of the line or if the utility’s infrastructure is old, you may have to install your own booster
pump and pressure tank.

Solving the Problem

If installation of a device is required, there are three solutions.
All are described here.
r "DPOTUBOUQSFTTVSFWBMWFDBOCFJOTUBMMFECFUXFFOUIF
pump and the pressure tank. It will automatically adjust flow
from the well pump to a preset pressure. It is relatively easy
to install and a good, economic solution. It will solve many
problems. However, it does not increase the flow rate greater
than that of the pump.
r "EEJUJPOBMQSFTTVSFUBOLDBQBDJUZDBOCFBEEFEUPNFFUIJHI
demands for water that are in excess of the pump’s capacity.
Ensuring that two tanks and the existing pump will work
compatibly will require a professional, but this will aid in
the short-term demands. However, it will not permanently
solve the problem of the shower, dishwasher, washing
machine, and other heavy appliances all running at the same
time.
r 5IFQVNQDBOCFSFQMBDFEXJUIBWBSJBCMFTQFFEQVNQ
The motors of variable speed pumps can run up to two
times faster than those with constant speeds. The speed of
it is regulated by the demand for water. A device measures
the demand for pressure, and adjusts the pump’s flow rate.
Some variable speed pumps have a slow startup, which
eliminates power surges and reduces torque on the pump
and well piping.
Please remember safety always comes first and that installation of valves, tanks, and pumps is not for amateurs. Contact
your local water systems expert if you are having a problem with
water pressure or something else within your system.

Where can I get more information?
For more information on your private water well, contact your
local contractor. Also, visit the Web site of the National Ground
Water Association, www.ngwa.org, and its site just for well
owners, www.wellowner.org.

The system first needs to be checked that it is working properly. If there is adequate pressure in the tank, hard water could
be causing the decline in pressure. A buildup of scale can cause
increased friction in the pipes and hamper water pressure.
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